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Introduction 

•  Hayes and White (2013) found evidence that English speakers 

learn natural phonotactic patterns in their native language  

better than unnatural ones.  

 Patterns, in the form of constraints, were found by the UCLA  

Phonotactic Learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008).  
 Constraints were considered natural if they made words “easier to  

articulate” or more “perceptually distinct” (Hayes and White 2013:47). 

•  However, they did not control for the complexity of the  

constraints they tested. 

 Complexity has been shown to affect laboratory learning of phonology, as 

well as typological trends (see Moreton and Pater 2012 for a review).  

•  In this study, I used Hayes and White’s (2013)  

methodology, but added complexity as an additional  

variable of interest when classifying constraints. 

 I used feature counting as a metric for constraint complexity, following 

Chomsky and Halle (1968).  

 For other complexity metrics in phonology, see Heinz et al. (2009), Rasin 

and Katzir (2016), and Moreton et al. (2017). 

Conclusions 

•  This study successfully replicated Hayes and 

White’s (2013) finding that naturalness has an effect on 

which phonotactic generalizations speakers learn.  

•  The effect of complexity and the interaction between 

the two were also significant, suggesting that both  

variables play a role in phonological acquisition.  

Procedure 

•  Participants (N=77) were presented with nonce words via audio  

recordings and orthographic representations and were asked to rate 

how “good” each stimulus sounded as a word in English. 

 Ratings were made using Magnitude Estimation (Stevens 1975). 
 As in Hayes and White (2013), poik was given as a baseline with a rating of 100. 

•  There were two types of stimuli: 

 Experimental: these stimuli each violated one of the constraints of interest 

while violating no other phonotactic constraints in English. 
 Control: each of these stimuli had an experimental partner. They differed from 

their partner in only one segment and violated no English constraints. 

Issues 

•  Problems with complexity in this experiment: 

 Constraint complexity is highly dependent on which feature theory is used. 

See Hayes and White (2013) for more on the features used here.  

 It’s also unclear how prosodic features, like syllabic information, should be 

treated by a feature-counting metric (I counted them as half a feature each).  

•   Why does naturalness have such a strong effect here 

when it hasn’t been shown to affect artificial language 

learning? (see Moreton and Pater 2012 for a review) 

 This could be the result of differences between natural and artificial  

language learning (i.e. in real-world scenarios, learning has a naturalness 

bias, but in laboratory settings it doesn’t). 
  There’s some evidence to suggest that a more realistic learning setting 

could elicit more of a naturalness bias (Peperkamp and Martin 2016). 

 Gaps in the UCLA Learner’s training data (e.g. novel words) could be more 

likely to violate unnatural constraints. For example: 
 *[+diph., +round][+vce., +dors.] violated by “Smaug” (The Hobbit) 

 *[+cons.,-ant.][+high,-syll.] violated by “schwifty” (Rick and Morty) 

•  Other issues also arise from the Hayes and White (2013) 

methodology: 

 Stimuli need to be presented orthographically, since ungrammatical words 

can sometimes be misperceived. However, this also means that subjects’ 

ratings could be ratings of orthographic well-formedness. 

 Compromises must be made in regards to the constraints that are tested, 

since constraints are chosen from a fairly small set (~160). 
 E.g. Hayes and White’s (2013) complexity confound, 
 My small number of unnatural simple constraints, 
 The small difference between my complex and simple categories, 
 Etc... 

Constraints Descriptions 
Natural Simple  

*[+syllabic][+syllabic] No hiatus 

*[-cons.][+cons.] in onset Sonority ordering in onsets 

*[-cont.][-cont.] in onset No sonority plateau in onsets 

*[-son.][+son] in coda Sonority ordering in codas 

Natural Complex  

*[+cons.,-anterior][-son.] No pre-obstruent palatals 

*[+diph., +round][+labial] No round diphs before labial cons 

*[-low, +tense][+son., +dors.] No [-low] vowels before low cons 

*[+nas., +cor.][+dors.] in coda No heterorganic nasal clusters in coda 

Unnatural Simple  

*[+diph.][+cont.,-anterior] No diph. before palatal fricatives 

*[+round,-back][-anterior] No [oɪ] before palatals or [ɹ] 

*[-son.][-low] in coda No obstruents in a coda before glides 

Unnatural Complex  

*[+round, +high][-cons.,-son.] No [u, ʊ] before [h] 

*[+diph., +round][+vce., +dors.] No round diphthongs before [g] 

*[+cons.,-ant.][+high,-syllabic] No palatals before glides 

*[+diph., +round.][-strid.]  
in onset 

No round diphthongs before  
non-stridents, except when the  
non-strident is in coda position 

•  I chose 15 constraints found in English by the UCLA  

Phonotactic Learner (Hayes and Wilson 2008): 
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Results 

•  The figure below shows the mean log ratings given to each 

category of stimulus (error bars represent 95% confidence  

intervals).  

•  I subtracted the log rating for each violating stimulus from its 

non-violating partner, ran a repeated measures ANOVA (with 

an error term for subjects) on these data, and found that  

naturalness, complexity, and their interaction were significant: 

 
  Mean Sq  F value Pr(>F) 

Natural 78418 176.76      < 2e-16 *** 

Simple 18936 42.68      4.15e-10 *** 

Natural:Simple 3647 8.22       0.00453 ** 

(For residuals: df=228, Sum Sq=101150, and Mean Sq=444) 


